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Normed linear spaces and algebras equipped with norms are a familiar 
part of the mathematical andscape. Normed groups have achieved less 
prominence. This may be due to the comparative youth of the subject; it 
was only twenty years ago that Milnor and others recognized that some of 
the geometry of manifolds could be captured by metric properties of the 
fundamental group. Much of the subsequent interest has been centered on 
the word-length norm (which we shall return to) and growth properties. 
This paper takes a retrospective view of some results about normed 
groups and endomorphisms initially proved in the context of global and 
harmonic analysis. We ask whether the same results can be established 
using abstract algebraic techniques. The model for this sensibility is found, 
of course, in the many elegant arguments devised by Yitz to “explain” 
theorems about operators. The exposition at hand, alas, fails to possess the 
clarity and polish which an appropriate tribute demands. Silhouettes and 
speculations will have to suffice. 
When I began working on normed groups, I despaired that there was 
not enough structure to get my hands on. Thanks to helpful clues provided 
by my colleagues Marge Murray and Bill Floyd, I now lament that 
I cannot possibly master enough mathematics to understand the subject. If 
my analysis and geometry are not up to snuff, I request the indulgence of 
my readers. 
By a norm on a group we shall mean a non-negative real-valued function 
1.1, whose domain is the group G, which satisfies 
(i) lgl =Oog= 1, 
(ii) ]g-‘l = lgl for all gEG, and 
(iii) Igh( d I gl + IhI for all g, h E G. 
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An endomorphism f: G -+ G is strict/y expandi 
norm 1. / provided that there is a constant s > 1 su 
If( 3 s I4 for all x E G. 
In this essay we are interested in the different norms a grou 
and in those which support expanding e~domQr~bisms. The Q 
problems lies in dynamical considerations of global anaiysis. 
few words about the underlying geometry later. 
As an example, we can endow Z” with the restrictive of any vector s 
norm and consider the endomorphism “multiply by s.” In 
a generalization of this example to torsion free crystallogra 
finite extensions of Z”. (This was an algebraic abstraction o 
gave a group theoretic exposition of Franks’ T 
that if (G, 1 .I) supports a strict1 
/ G: f( 6) / < cc, G is finitely generate 
lynomial growth (Appendix of [3]). In conjunction with C&mcBv’s 
lebrated result [6], one then knows that G is a finite extensi 
nilpotent grsup. Nevertheless, it appears to be very difficult to ex 
explicit norm and expanding map on a given nilpotent group. 
Suppose G is a finitely generated group and S is a finite generating set 
under taking inverses. If g E G then E,(g) is the minimum length of 
g when written as a word from the alphabet S. It is easy to check that I,(. ) 
is a norm. We shall refer to it as a word norm. 
In general, two norms 1. / , and I .I 2 on G ahe quasi-isQmet?i~ if there are 
positive constants A and B such that 
for all g E 6. 
The first proposition in every treatment of word norms is the exercise that 
if T is a second generating set for G then P, and I, are quasi-isometric. The 
obvious proof establishes the following lemma. 
b’tfMA 0. Let 1. I be a norm on 6. I’ S is a finite generating set g’ipr G 
then there exists a constant B > 0 such that 
I gl d Bl,jg). 
As one consequence, we will often ignore t e generating set for a word 
norm and speak of the word norm. 
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The next result is a version of Schur’s theorem that a subgroup of finite 
index in a finitely generated group is itself finitely generated. 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a subgroup of finite index in the finitely generated 
group G. Then the restriction of the word norm on G to H is quasi-isometric 
to the word norm on H. 
The reader will be able to construct an argument by slightly altering the 
proof of the next lemma. We will say that an endomorph&m f: G -+ G is a 
virtual automorphism if it is one-to-one and IG: f(G)1 < co. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finitely generated group and let f be a virtual 
automorphism of G. Then 1 and 10 fare quasi-isometric. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 0 there is a positive constant B such that 
Z(f(g)) d BZ(g) for all g E G. 
Let S= {sr, . . . . sd} be a finite generating set for G as a semigroup and let 
{Yl, . . . . yk} be a right transversal for f(G) in G with y, = 1. Choose 
tiie f(G), where yisj = tii yP. Here p depends on i and j. Consider 
f(x) =s,(l) “‘SE(,), 
where I= Z&f(x)). Write sao) = tl,(,) yP(r) and substitute 
f(x) = t,,(l) Yp(l)S,(2) . . . S,(l). 
Next write yPlIIs,(21 = t,(,),(,) yP(21. Continuing, 
f(x) = t lcx(l)t,(l)ct(2) ... t,(l- l)or(l)Yp(l). 
Since f(x) E f(G) we must have yPcl) = 1. Choose uij E G with f (uii) = tii. By 
the injectivity off, we obtain 
x = ~lL7(l)~p(l),(2) . . . Up+ l)=(l). 
Set A=maxQZs(uij). Then Z,(x)dA~Z=A~Z,(f(x)). i 
We will be interested in properties of norms which do not change over 
a quasi-isometry class. Unfortunately, the property that a norm makesfa 
strictly expanding endomorphism does not fall into this category. A remedy 
is found in the next definition. 
Let (G, 1. I) be a normed group and let f be an endomorphism of G. We 
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at f is pointwise expanding provided there is an s > I such t 
each x E G there exists a C(x) > 0 snch that 
f is un$obvmly expanding provided C(x) can be chosen ~~de~e~de~t of x. 
HEOREM 3. Let f be an endomorphism of the nomed group (G, ! / ). 
(a) If f is uniformly expanding then some positive power off is strictly 
expanding. 
) Assume that inf,. 1 lf(x)l/lxl >O. If some power off is slricly 
ng then f is uni$ormly expanding. 
(a) Choose n such that Cs” > 1. 
(b) Suppose that for all x E G, 
If(x)1 3 k 1x1, where k > 0. Set s = A?‘“. 
HEN. If O<r<m then 
lf”“+‘(~)l 3 Pa If(x)1 > smakr ix/ = Pa+* 
Thus we may set C=minOG,,, 
The hypothesis in (b) can be regarded as a ~ompa~t~~ss/co~ti~~ity 
statement. So can the hypotheses of the algebraic f~rm~Iatio~ of Franks’ 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a finitely generated group. If f z’s a virtual 
a~tQ~o~p~is~ of G then 
[(f(g)) > @ 
2 l(g) 
ProoJ y Lemma 2 there is a B> 0 wit 
Therefore P( f (g))/E( g) 2 l/B. 
l(f(g)) for all LEG. 
As a consequence of the previous two theo 
ly expanding and strictly expanding are al 
word norm. I do not know of any ex 
e~domor~hism for which Theorem 4 fails. 
The word norm has a remarkable geometric realization. Suppose C 
fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold. G acts as co 
transformations on the universal covering ce, to which the 
metric lifts. This allows one to define the ge sic distance metric d( .) . ) on 
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the covering space; G consists of isometries with respect to d Milnor [lo] 
proves that if x0 is a distinguished point in the covering space then IIg.1 = 
d(x,, g(x,)) is quasi-isometric to the word norm. 
A self map on the original manifold induces an endomorphism of G. 
Assume the original map is an expanding map in the geometric sense. (This 
means that its differential satisfies a uniform expanding condition with 
respect to a vector space norm on the tangent space at each point.) One 
can choose x0 to be the unique fixed point of the lifted map [ 121, in which 
casef is a uniformly expanding map for 1.1 [4]. Thus the word norm also 
supports a uniformly expanding endomorphism. 
The geometers’ favorite example is the expanding endomorphism of rhe 
discrete Heisenberg group 
1 z z 
H= i 0 1 z 0 0 1  
given by 
where I’ > 1 and s > 1 are integers. Equivalently, f is conjugation 
From the algebraist’s point of view, it is not at all obvious why f is strictly 
or uniformly expanding with respect o the word norm. In the next section 
we present a calculational proof for which we borrow a norm from the 
harmonic analysts. 
We have not said anything yet about pointwise expanding endo- 
morphisms. If f: G -+ G is pointwise expanding then it is clearly injective. 
Since C(x) sn 1x1 + TJ as II tends to infinity, we see that f”(x) takes on 
infinitely many values. That is, f has no periodic points other than 1. It 
may be that the converse is true for the word norm. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a finitely generated Abelian group. If f: A + A is 
an injectice erzdoomorphism lvithout nontricial periodic points then f is 
pointnlise expanding for the word norm. 
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ProoJ: The torsion subgroup of A is finite, SQ each of its members is 
periodic. Thus A is a Z-lattice. If we choose the generatimsg et for A to be 
a basis (together with its negatives) then I is t e box norm. Sine vector 
space norms on @ On A are quasi-isometric -e con- 
vement vector space norm on C @ A and restrict it to A. 
hypothesis, 18 f is invertible and s no eigenvalues ich are roots 
ihy. Moreover, all of its eigenvalu are aigebraic int rs. Choose a 
asis for @ @A which realizes the Jordan canonical form for i @,f: 
Fix a nonzero x in A and write it as a fit-rear ~o~bi~atio~ of basis 
elements, a sum of vectors in generalized eigensp s. Bf v is a nonzero suim- 
d eigenspace for I. then ere must be a nonzera 
that the product of all of the conjugates is a nonzero r 
may assume that ii > 1. 
Now consider the ordislary I” or max norm Ii. I/ m with respect to the 
chosen basis. Let s be the smallest absolute value of an eigenvalue for Js 
among those whose absolute value excee ere is a sub- 
string wipI, . .. . w, of the basis which car 5 to a Jon.3 bbck for i 
such that the coefficieltit cd of wd is nonzero for the linear corn 
representing x and the coefkients of adi1 7 . . . . w, are ah zero. (It 
that d= m.) Then edA” is the coefficient of od in ,f”(x). It foho 
ll,f”(x)!~ 3 Ic$ jil”. 
We leave it as a similar exercise for the reader t 
e~domor~h~sm of Z” is uniformly expanding with respect o 
if and only if all of its eigenvalues exceed 1 in absolute val 
quence of Milnor’s geometric theorem, more is true. Let 
generated torsion free nilpotent group and let L(G) be 
rational Lie algebra. A virtual automor~h~sm f of G corres 
algebra automorphism L(f) of L(G). It would be very i 
an algebraic proof that S is uniformly ~x~a~d~~g th respect to the WOQ 
norm if and only if all eigenvalues of L(f) excee in absolute value. 
Harmonic analysts have used a “norm” on certain nilpotent Lie gro,ups 
s for dilations but is not known, irk general, to be su 
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[S]. The 1” Knapp-Stein norm on the Heisenberg group [9] is the 
prototype: 
The context for understanding such norms is graded or homogeneous Lie 
structures. (We follow [IS].) 
Let L be a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra. By a Lie algebra norm on 
L we mean a vector space norm such that 1 [a, b]l < 2 Ial 161 for all a, b E L. 
All Lie algebras have Lie algebra norms. Indeed, by Ado’s theorem we can 
faithfully represent L by matrices; any matrix norm then becomes a Lie 
algebra norm. 
A finite-dimensional (nilpotent) Lie algebra L is graded provided it can 
be written as a vector space direct sum 
L=L,@L,@ ... @Lk, 
where [L,, L,] c Li + j. A graded norm on L is a vector space norm such 
that I [a, b] I < 2 Ial I bl for all homogeneous a and b. Clearly every Lie 
algebra norm on L is graded. If x E L we shall write x = xix(i), where 
x(i) E Li. As an example, consider the Lie algebra F of strictly upper 
triangular n x n matrices. Then F = F1 @ . . . @ Fm-, i, where & consists 
of all matrices concentrated on the kth superdiagonal That is, 
&=span(eij Ij-i=k}. It is routine to check that I( =maxij laiil is a 
graded norm on F. 
Suppose L is a graded nilpotent Lie algebra with graded norm 1. (. Its 
associated connected Lie group is G = exp L. The 1 m Knapp-Stein “norm” 
on G is defined by 
Ilexp(a)ll =max la(j)l’l’. 
This agrees with the function already described for the Heisenberg group. 
Unfortunately, it is not known whether the definition gives rise to a 
genuine norm; the problem is the triangle inequality. One does obtain a 
norm for the Heisenberg group and close relatives. In the rest of this 
section, we substantially extend the class of groups for which the “norm” 
is a norm. 
If a, b E L then exp(a) exp(b) = exp(d), where d is given by the universal 
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff ormula. It has the form 
d= ~,(a, b) + c,(a, b) + . . . . 
where ck(X, Y) is a rational linear combination of commutators of weight 
k in the free symbols X and Y. The first few terms are 
There are a variety of formulas for ck(X, Y) w ich are either inductive or, 
some extent, explicit. However, they all su from having formally 
fferent terms which cancel each other in drov reason for this is the 
k of a canonical basis for the free Lie a%ge our ~a~c~~atio~s, we 
have fsund it useful to be flexible in this regard. Each ck,IX, Y) can be 
decomposed further as 
where c&X, Y) is a rational linear ~ornbi~~tio~ of iterated ~ornrn~~a~~r§ 
[zI, [z2, CZ3,...[Zk~i,Zk]“.]]] withpoft~e~,bei~g~a~ 
I’. Choose one linear combination of such commutators for each c 
ot require that those commutators which 
pendent. Let CT~,~ bethe sum of the absolute values 
chosen realization of cp,,(X, Y). Finally, set flk = 
obvious choices, we have 
a,=2; 1. g2=2, iT,=i; 
1 
0,=a. 
y using the tables in [I I] with the Goldberg sums indicated there, we 
also obtain 
PRQPOSITION 6. Let G be the connected Lie group associated with a 
graded nilpotent Lie algebra L of niEpotence index k. If there is a choice of 
commutator sums so that 
then 11. /j is a norm 
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ProojI Assume that exp(a) exp(b) = exp(d). In homogeneous terms 
prtys=k 
Setting A = /lexp(a)/l and B= Ilexp(b)ll we have 
Id(k)1 < c op,,2PCq-1ArpBsq 
pr+qs=k 
Notice that 
PiV-l< 
PlU 
c ( c GP>4) 2'-' 
2st<uto p+q=* 
910 
Under the hypothesis of the proposition, 
Id(k)1 dAk+Bk+ c kA”B” 
u+v=k 
u,v>o 
<Ak+Bk+ c 
k 0 A “B” u+v=k u 
u,v>o 
= (A + B)k. 
It follows that Id( k ) I lik d A + B. i 
Using the values of CJ~ listed above, the reader can verify that the 
inequality of the Proposition holds for 1 d k < 7. (The Goldberg sums 
satisfy gt d l/2’- ‘.) In particular, /I. )/ is a norm for the group of k x k 
unitriangular matrices, k < 7. We conjecture that it is always a norm. 
The Lie group associated to a graded Lie algebra always supports an 
expanding map. Indeed, if r > 1 define f: L -+ L by f(a) = C r’a(i >. Cer- 
tainly f is a Lie algebra automorphism. The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula implies that f induces an automorphism J? of the group. By con- 
struction, II?(g)// = r /Ig//. In the case that the group G consists of k x k 
unitriangular matrices, it is easy to check thatfmultiplies entries on thejth 
superdiagonal by r-‘. Thus for the group of k x k integer unitriangular 
matrices (k d 7) the Knapp-Stein norm supports a strictly expanding map. 
Apparently, one can prove that the -Stein norms are quasi- 
isometric to the continuous analogue of the word norms [7, 81. The corre- 
sponding result for discrete groups is not available explicitly; 
has not. found a combinatorial proof in the literature, e.g., 
~n~tr~an~u~ar matrices. For the time being, a irect proof is provided for 
the 3 x 3 case. 
Tm33REM 7. The I” Knapp-Stein norm on the discrete Heisenberg group 
.If is quasi-isometric to the word norm. 
ProoJ: e can describe H by generators and relations as 
(x, y, 2 / 2 is central and xyx ~ ‘y- 1 = z ). 
In terms of matrices, if 
then g = xcyaz ~ b, where 
e will refer to the word norm whore ~e~erat~~~ set is 
(.x,x--‘, y, y-l, z, z-‘}. Clearly /Igl/ <I(g). 
Note that, by induction, x’y’x- = z’;“‘. Thus 
Now suppose that b is a positive natural number. Choose k SW 
k2<b<(k+1)2. Since k>,l we ha b - k2 < 2k + 1 d 3k. It fdows fmm 
) that l(zb) < 4k f 3k = 7k 6 7b”‘. y taking inverses if necessary, we fin 
l(zb) < 7 / bj ‘j2. 
er g = xcy”zb. From the discussion above 
l(g) d Ial + Icl + 7 lb1 ‘j2. 
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Now lb1 ‘I2 = / (b - 4 ac) + i acl’/* 6 j b - 4 a~]‘~/~ + I$ acj ‘I*. Hence 
l(g)~~a~+~c~+7~b-~ac~“*+7i~ac11’* 
<3(lal + ICI +2 I@‘* lcl”*)+7 Ib-+ac11’2 
~3(la/“~+ Ic1”*)*+7 lb-&xl”*. 
But (I&‘*+ Ic/“*)*<~ llgll. Thus 
l(g) 6 19 Ilgll. I 
By pulling together the results of this section, we obtain an explicit 
algebraic proof that the word norm on the discrete Heisenberg group 
supports a strictly expanding endomorphism. 
There is yet another potential norm on finitely generated torsion free 
nilpotent groups which ought to be calculated explicitly. The Riemannian 
norm on G is obtained as follows. Consider the associated rational Lie 
algebra and equip it with a vector space norm I . I. For g E G define 
I/gllR=inf{llogh,J +llogh,l+ ... +llogh,l I hih,...h,=g}. 
The author does not even know if /) g/l R = 0 implies g = 1. 
3. NORM RESTRICTIONS 
A fundamental question for the metric theory of expanding maps as it 
has been presented here is whether (given reasonable finiteness conditions) 
an endomorphism which is uniformly expanding with respect to some 
norm must also be uniformly expanding for the word norm. If the answer 
is yes, it is not because the given norm is quasi-isometric to a word norm. 
For if I ‘1 is one norm which makes an endomorphism expanding and 
O<v<l then so is 1.1”. 
Indeed, consider the following construction for the group of additive 
integers. Suppose s is a real number with 1 <s d 2. If a positive integer m 
is written m=C E(i) 2’ in base 2, define llrnll = C I si. For example, 
27 = 11011, whence 112711 = s4 -!- s3 + s + 1. We might just as well define the 
norm inductively by positing 1)2mI/ =s llrnll and 1/2m + l/l =s J/m/l + 1. 
A straightforward induction then shows that the triangle inequality is 
satisfied. Clearly the endomorphism of Z which multiplies by 2 is strictly 
expanding. It can be checked that for v = log, s one has 
lkl” d llkll (3 Ikl” for all k E L. 
Hence this norm is quasi-isometric to a proper power of the absolute value. 
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Hn a sense, the example is natural because an expan 
always behaves like the base in radix notation for p 
next lemma should be regarded as a ‘“division algorithm’ 
that follows describes “base f expansions.” The corollary shows th 
have expanding endomorphisms are tied to the word norm. 
LEMMA 8. Let f: 6 + G be a strictly ex~~.~ding virtual a~to~or~h~s~. 
Assume is a right transversal for f(G) in G and s is the expansion constant. 
47 lx > U/C- WmaxaER Ial then there are some b E R and y E 6 such that 
xb-’ =f(v) and jy/ < 1x1. 
ProoJ: Set p = maxOGR 1 al. Choose b E R such t at xEf(G)b. Then 
x =f(y)b for some YE 6;. We have 
s lyl d If(y)1 = lxb-‘1 6 /xl+ lbl 6 Ix/ +P. 
lyl <I;il+u<lul+ti jxl = lx/. 
‘s s s s 
ecall that a norm / j is discrete provide the balls (gEG/ lg/ dpj are 
finite for al positive real numbers p. A word norm, for instance, is discrete. 
THEOREM 9. Let f: G + G be a strictly expanding virtual ~%to~o~~~~s~~ 
for a discrete norm. Then there is a finite set A E G such that for each x E 6 
there exist aXCo,, .. . . axCdj in A such that 
PTOC$ e continue to use the notation of the Zenma. Let 
F= (g E Gi 1 g/ < ,a/(~ - I)}. We shall argue by induction on the norm of an 
element x that we may always choose aXcd, EF an for j < d. Haa this 
way we will have proved the theorem for 2 = P 
If XEF we are done. If X$ 1; choose a,(,) and y y the lemma so that 
2-t =S(Y) axco) and / yl < /xl. Now expand y with res cl to powers of,/: 
CQR~LLARV 10. Let / . I be a discrete norm for a finitely generated group 
G. If the norm supports a uniformly expanding virtual a~to~o~~h~s~ then 
there are positive constants C and II such that 
I(x) d c Ix/D for ali x E G. 
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ProoJ: By replacing the uniformly expanding endomorphism f with an 
iterate, we may assume f is strictly expanding with expansion constant 
s > 4. The argument of the previous lemma implies that if R is a right trans- 
versal for f(G) in G, if p=max,.. IaJ, and if 1x1 >,u then x=f(y) b for 
bsR and 
Iy, </,~<2 1x1 I4 -<-. 
s s s 2 
It follows from the theorem, with A = R u (go G/ /g/ < ,u}, that for each 
XEG 
x =fd(ax(d,). . Y’(%(l,) U,(O). (**I 
Moreover, db 1 +log, 1x1,‘~ by (*). 
Next, choose a word norm I so that its generating set contains A. If K 
is the maximum of I(f(g)) as g runs over the generating set then K > 1 and 
l(fq(z)) 6 Kq@) for qE:N andzEG. 
Hence (**) yields 
Z(x)<Kd+Kd-l+ . . . +I 
= c ,x,D, 
where C= (K/(K- 1)) K1p’0g2p and D=log, K. 1 
It is easy to find norms which grow more slowly than I( .)” for all v > 0. 
Recall that if a is any complex matrix then its operator norm is given by 
MO = sup(+)I II4 = 1). N ow suppose G is a torsion free subgroup of 
GL(n, Z). We claim that (gEGj Ilg/lo< 1 and llgP1llod l} consists of the 
identity element alone. Indeed, it is a discrete closed subgroup of a compact 
set and hence a finite subgroup. We can now define a group norm 
If an endomorphismf: G + G is strictly expanding for this norm then there 
is an S> 1 such that for each XEG either ~If(~)l~~> Ilxlli or Ilf(x-‘)llo> 
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/I.c’ /I i, As more evidence for the restricted nature of norms with expand 
ing maps, we have the following observation. 
THEOREM 11. Let G be a azonidentity s~bgr~~~ of GL(Fz; Z). Assume that 
f: G ---) G is an e~d~rno~ph~srn for which there exists a CJ E Gk(n, C) with 
f(x) = oxfrl for all x E 4;. 
Then f cannot be strict/y expanding for j . i op. In pa~t~c~~ar~ the 
endomor~hisms for the discrete Heisenberg group ~re~~Q~~s~y described cannot 
be ~~~~r~~ly expanding with respect to the op ~zorm. 
Prooj e will assume that for each x E G we have 
IlfW~llo 3 llx”ll”o 
Since G is infinite and discrete, (g E / jjgl/,>max{j/alj,+ I/CT -ijicp 
2ri(” ~ ‘) $ > contains some element y as welf as y ~ I. c may assume that 
llfC~31/~3 livll& Then 
ilvll”,G lb-‘II06 llflll,+ II@ ‘Ilo+ II34062 llYll0. 
n the other ban : y was chosen so that 
A variation of the argument in the last theorem 
restriction on extending norms. Suppose 
of 6;. n the norm on H cannot be ex 
IhI ! h is unbounded for some g E 6. As a 
numbers are bounded, define N(g) = suph E 
M is discrete, is finitely generated, GG( 
N is a noi-m on G. 
4. tkJBGROUP§ OF FINITE INDEX 
e ~5~respo~dence between nilpotent groups and Lie rings w 
ake~-~ampbel~~~aus orff formula is not sensitive t 
surability. That is, one would like to knsw how e existence sf aa 
expanding e~d~m~rphism is affected by ascending or F&ending by finite 
index In essence, this question was ad [Z J for firnitely generated 
torsion free Abehan-by-finite groups. e algebraic version [I31 c 
paraphrased as follows. Let G be a ly generated t~rs~Q~-f~~e 
which has a maximal normal Abelian subgoal A of finite index. 
s lfmod /G/Al) then 
1x1133,2-11 
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(i) there is a virtual automorphism f of G which extends the 
automorphism a + as on A, 
(ii) there is a “geodesic” norm on G which extends a vector space 
norm on A, and 
(iii) f is strictly expanding for the geodesic norm. 
We have presented this theorem so as to accentuate the three separate 
problems involved. 
It appears that (i) is about extending virtual automorphisms. We shall 
argue that is really about descent rather than ascent. The crystallographic 
group G can be imbedded in its splitting group G* = BxF, where B is a free 
abelian group containing A as a subgroup of finite index and F is a finite 
group. If S is the automorphism of A described in (i) then it obviously 
extends to B. Define f *: G* --f G* by f “(bx) = S(b) x for b E B and x E F. It 
is easy to check that f * is a virtual automorphism because S commutes 
with conjugation. So the real question is why f * restricts to G, i.e., what 
is causing f *(G) & G? We will return to this issue in a moment. 
Presumably, the only relevant norm is a word norm and it extends 
(Lemma 1). An understanding of (iii) may depend on an analogue of 
Theorem 4. Let G be a torsion free finitely generated group and let n be a 
positive integer. Is 
WY 
$4 l(x) ‘O? 
The answer is “yes” for Abelian groups. Whenever it is true for G and H 
is a normal subgroup of index IZ in G, one can show that a virtual 
automorphism of G which is uniformly expanding (for the word norm) 
when restricted to H is uniformly expanding on G. 
We close this section with a pure group-theoretic discussion of the ups 
and downs of virtual automorphisms. We will restrict ourselves to nilpotent 
groups because, in that case, we have substantial control over subgroups of 
finite index. 
LEMMA 12. Let G be a nilpotent group. 
(i) If H is a subgroup of G such that IG: HI = n then g” E H for all 
g E G. In particular, if x E G and (m, n) = 1 then xm E H implies x E H. 
(ii) Let 52 be a finite collection of primes and suppose K is a subgroup 
of finite index in G. Assume that for each g E G there is an integer t whose 
prime divisors lie in D such that g’ E K. Then the prime divisors of 1 G: KI lie 
in 0. 
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Prooj The first statement in (i) follows because subgrou 
tent group are subnormal. The second statement is now a c 
the Euclidean algorithm. 
Consider (ii). Let p be a prime divisor of /G: Kl. Since G is 
can find subgroups K & K, E K, such that p 1 / 
R!Q y (i), if go K, and g$K1 then gP’gK2 
&vi6 y p. Choose t with prime divisors in 
gd E K where ci = (‘e, t). If p j d then g E K, actor 
e that p 1 d, and so p / t. We have proved i 
e first argue that jG:fP”(H)l < 16: for all n E N. Since / is 
IG: f-“(H)1 = If”(G): f”(f-“(ET))]. oreover J”“(fp”(H)) -I 
(jyx) / ,f’(x) E: N) =f”(G) n 
if”(G): p(G) n HI < 16: HI. 
Since G is finitely generated, there are only finitely 
index not exceeding IG: HI. Let T= { 1, 2, 4, . . . . 2’, i.. ). 
T such that f-“(N) = f-“( By the choice of T, we know that d= C/3 is 
an integer greater than 1. have 
s”(x) E H only if (f”)“(x) E id : / 
The injectivity off and Lagrange’s Theore 
IG: f(G)1 = 16: f(G)17 
ly Lemma 12: if h E H then h” E Hnf”(G) for P;, = I 
h” =7(x) for x E G. According to (*), 
f’d- “‘(k”) = fqxp E H. 
Since (n, IC: HI ) = 1, Lemma 12 yields 
hus we may take k = s(d - 1). 
or ~be~ian-by-units groups, part of the ascent followe ecause a vir- 
tual a~tomor~h~sm (i.e., one-to-one endomorphism) of a finitely ~e~~rate~ 
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free Abelian group A always extends to A ‘In A similar result is well known .
for nilpotent groups; an argument is sketched below. It also happens to be 
true that a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group imbeds in the semi- 
direct product of a torsion free nilpotent group by a finite group Cl]. 
However, I do not know anything about the corresponding extension 
problem. 
LEMMA 14. Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group and 
let II be a positive integer. Then there is a finitely generated torsion free 
nilpotent group N which is generated by nth roots of the elements of 6. 
Proof Let d = Zi c Z& c . . c 3” = G be the ascending central series 
for G. Each 3Yi is finitely generated [11. It is well known [ 11 that one can 
“adjoin” a single nth root to a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent 
group and obtain a group of the same type. So pick a finite generating set 
for each %i and adjoin the nth root of each generator to G. We need to 
show that every member of G has an nth root in this new group N. 
We argue by induction on e. When e = 1, the claim is a trivial observa- 
tion about additive groups. In general, b(G) = Z.?‘(N) n G because of 
unique extraction of roots in torsion free nilpotent groups. Apply induction 
to the torsion free groups G/%(G) and N/b(N). If g E G then there exists 
x EN and z E Z(G) such that g = xnz. Choose w E 9’(N) such that wn = z. 
Then g = (xw)“. 1 
THEOREM 15 (Ascent). Let H be a finitely generated torsion free nilpo- 
tent group. Suppose that G is a subgroup of finite index in H and let f be a 
virtual automorphism of G. If (IG: f (G)I, 1 H: GI ) = 1 then some iterate off 
extends to a virtual automorphism of H. 
Proof Let r= IG: f(G)1 and n= IH: GI. By Lemma 12 we see that 
g’ E f (G) for all g E G and, similarly, h” E G for all h E H. By the previous 
lemma there is a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group G* 2 H 
which is generated by the nth roots of elements of G. It is a consequence 
of unique extraction of roots that f extends to a one-to-one endomorphism 
of G*. It follows that lG*: f(G*)j < co. 
Clearly G* is generated by finitely many nth roots of members in G. By 
keeping track of the exponents in the proof of Malcev’s Lemma presented 
as Lemma 2.8 in [ 11 we see that for each y E G* there is a k > 0 such that 
ynk E G. It follows from Lemma 12, the finiteness of lG*: GI, and Lagrange’s 
Theorem that lG*: GI is a natural number whose prime divisors divide n. 
We repeat this argument for jG*:f(G*)l. Indeed, if geG then (g”“)‘= 
k’)“” and g’Ef(G), so (g”“)‘Ef(G*). As above, we conclude that the 
prime divisors of IG*: f(G*)l divide r. 
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Putting the last two paragraphs together we o 
ply the “descent” theorem. 
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